List of Micrographic Equipment in the Media Center
Olin Library

Gideon 1000 – two machines available. The Gideon 1000 is a motorized reader for 16mm and 35mm microfilm, zoom lens with magnification ranging from 13X through 24X, 23" x 23" screen for a large clear image. The machine has only viewing capabilities. No save/print/scan options are available. No microfiche or micro cards viewing capabilities.

Minolta MS6000 – 4 machines available. The machine allows the user to read on screen, print on paper, or scan to PC. The Minolta MS6000 allows for dual output, to switch from PC scanning to high-speed laser printing at the touch of a button. Microfilm and microfiche reading/printing/scanning capabilities; no micro card recognition. Only Net-Print printing available.

ST200 – one machine available: a digitizing scanner for roll 35mm microfilm, microfiche, film slides, opaque card and micro card media. It allows the use of a PC to view, scan, e-mail, or print a microfilm image. It has the ability to view and capture from image reductions so high that they are categorized as Ultra Fiche (up to 87X optical capture, up to96X digital viewing). Only Net-Print printing available.

ST ViewScan – one machine available. Offers an intuitive Windows desktop application look and the convenience of viewing enhanced digital live images on a PC screen before scan, capture, and output. It combines industry-standard motorized roll film carriers with a small camera design and new technology. All-format capabilities. Only Net-Print printing available.